Introduction

Vector Representations of Multi-Word Terms for Semantic Relatedness
Semantic similarity and relatedness measures quantify the degree to which two concepts are similar (e.g. liver-organ) or related (e.g. headache-aspirin). These metrics are critical to improving many natural language processing tasks involving retrieval and clustering of biomedical and clinical documents and developing biomedical terminologies and ontologies. Numerous ways exist to quantify these measures between distributional context vectors but to date there has not been a direct comparison between these metrics nor an exploration of representing multi-word context vectors. We explore several multi-word aggregation methods of distributional context vectors for the task of semantic similarity and relatedness in the biomedical domain. 
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We found that vector dimensionality of 200 is best for skip-gram and continuous bag of words, and a dimensionality of 1000 is best for SVD. SG and CBOW created better vector representations than explicit and SVD, but their is no significant increase in correlation using SG versus CBOW. In regards to multi-word term aggregation methods including the summation and averaging of component word vectors, creating multi-word term vectors using the compoundify tool, and creating concept vectors using the MetaMap tool. Concept vectors achieved the highest sum of correlations across all four datasets, but only marginally. No statistical significance was found between any multi-word term aggregation method across all dimensionality reduction techniques, and dimensions tested.
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